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3 ju in  1S85
COIIVEX
by Win H. SCHIKHOF ( ')
Abs trac t» — A structure theory (part I )  and a dua lity  theory (part I I ) fo r lo ca l 
convex spae'es over u ltram etrie  nonspherically complete valued f ie ld s  is  developed. 
As an app lication  nuc learity , re fle x iv ity  and the Hahn-Banach property are obtaine 
fo r  certa in  classes o f spaces of C- and analytic functions and the ir  duals.
Introduction.
fo llow ing E over a
non-archiuedean, n o n tr iv ia lly  valued complete f ie ld  R .
{Let D be a subspace o f ’ E , le t  p be a continuous 3eninoru on S h le t  f  € D’ 
\with |f ^  p on D . Then f  has an extension f  e E* such that f  ^  p on E.
The non-archinedeon Hahn-Banach theorec. ([143, Th, 3*5) states tha t (*) holds i f
K is  spherically  (= maximally) complete. Froiu [ l l]  p. 91 & 92 i t  is  not hard to
*
derive the fo llow ing 'converse1.
PROPOSITION. - Let K be not spherically complete. I f  E is  Hausdorff and (*) 
is  true dim E ^  1 .
The purpose of th is  paper i3 to show th a t, fo r certain classes of spaces over
#
nonspherically complete base f ie ld s , a satisfactory dua lity  theory ex ists. Here
a
the lcey role is  played by the 'polar seftinorms1 ("Definition 3*l)* sha ll mainly 
be dealing with the fo llow ing two classes of spaces.
( i )  Strongly po lar spaces# - E is  strongly polar i f  each continuous seininorm is  
a polar seminorm. Strong polarness of E w ill turn out to be equivalent to the 
fo llow ing Hahn-Banach property (**) (Theorem 4 .2 ).
Let D be a subspace of E , le t  p be a continuous seminorm on E , le t  
(**) f e > 0 , le t  f  e Dr with I f  I ^  p on D . Then f  haa an extension f  € E 1
such that f ] - $ ( l + e ) p  on E .
( i i )  Polar spaces. - E is  polar i f  there is  a basis P of continuous seminorms
ns ia ting  o f po lar seminorms. In  general, polar spaces do not have the Hahn-Banach
«
onertv but the conclusion of (**) does hold i f  D is  onediuensional and i f
P separate
the points of E
( ) Wim H« SC1HKH0F, Mathematisch In s t itu u t , Katholieke U n ivers ite it, Tournooiveld 
NX JKEGrEN (‘Ppys-Bas) *,
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In  $ 2 we sha ll introduce several examples of spaces of (continuous Cn~ , C — , 
ana ly tic ) functions. Throughout, we sha ll apply the results of our theory to them, 
(See Example 4,5 ( v i i ) ,  Corollary 4*4 ( i i i ) ,  Proposition 6,9 and the Corollaries
7.9 , 8 ,8 , 9.10, 10,11, 11.6.)
Note# « The main theory in  th is  paper holds for spherically  complete K as w e ll, 
although in  that case çiost results are known. Possible exceptions are Proposition
4.11, the Theorems 5*12, 8,3, 8.5, 9*6 and the Corollaries 10,9 ( i ) ,  11.4*
1, PrelJjgyiaile^.
For terms that are unexplained here we refer to [ l] , [ 13], [ 14].
( a ) Base f ie ld , - Throughout K is  a non-arc himedean n o n tr iv ia lly  valued com­
plete f ie ld  with va luation  | | • We set f!T| := [| X\ ; A. e K} , [Tcj := the clo­
sure of |K| in  R , |KX| := [\\\ ; K e IC , A. f OJ ,
B(0 , l )  := ( U  K ; ¡I) ^  l} , B(0 , l " )  := {a. e K ; \l\ < l} .
The f ie ld  of the p-adic numbers is  denoted ^  , the completion of i t s  algebraic
closure is  C t with valuation
P
«
(b) Convexity. - Let E be a vector space over K , A nonempty subset A o f E 
is  absolutely convex i f  x , y e A , /V , jj, e B(0 , l)  implies kx + ^y € A , An
..........................................................■ » M h l i l  I H> M "  ■
absolutely convex set is  an additive subgroup of E * For a nonempty set X C E 
i t s  absolutely convex h u ll co X is  the smallest absolutely convex sot that con*^
ta ins  X . We have
4
CO X = [X xi + . . .  + X^ xn : n eN , , xn <= X , ^  , . . .  , ^ 6 B ( 0 , l ) ) .
I f  X is  a f in i t e  set fx................ x j we sometimes write co(x. , . . .  , x )
1 7 ' n 1 n'
instead of co X . A subset A of E is  edged i f  A is  absolutely convex and fo r  
each x e E the set [|X| : A. e K , ax e A} is-closed in  k| . I f  the valua­
tio n  on K is  d iscrete every absolutely convex set is  edged. I f  K has a dense va­
lu a tio n  an absolutely convex set A is  edged i f  and only i f  from x e E , he e A 
for a l l  X e B(0 , 1~) i t  follows that x e A . Intersections of edged sets are
3
edged. For an absolutely convex set A we define A to be the smallest edged sub­
set of E that contains A . I f  the valuation of K is  dense we have
k° = [x e E ; B(0 , f )  x C  A} = ( \ U  : e K : |X| > 1J 
(and A = A i f  the va luation  is  d iscrete). An absolutely convex set A C E  is
i f  E = U (XA : X 6 Kj .
»
(° ) Seminorma. - For technical reasons we s lig h tly  modify the usual d e fin it io n  as 
fo llow s. A seminorm on a K-vector space E is  a map p ; E —> R (we apologize
symbol as in  ^  and | I ) sa tis fy ing
( i )  p(x) e
( i i  ) t>(Xx) = I X|
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( i i i ) p(x + y) ^max(p(x) , p(y)) .
fo r a l l  x , y e B , e K . Observe that i f  K carries a dense valuation ( i )  is  
equivalent to p(x) > 0  whereas for a d iscrete ly  valued f ie ld  K condition ( i )  is  
equivalent to p(x) e |k| . I t  is  eas ily  seen that i f  p : E — L'O , <°) s a tis f ie s  
( i i )  and ( i i i )  and K has a discrete valuation the formula
q(x) = in f ts  e |K| j p(x) $  sj
defines a seminorn q which is  equivalent to p . The sot of a l l  seyainorms on E 
is  closed for suprema ( i ,  e. i f  P is  a co llec tion  of seminorms on E and i f  
q(x) suplp(x) : p e Pj < » f0? each x eE  then q is  a seminorm on E )#
For each absolutely convex absorbing set A ^  E the formula
PA
(x) ss in f  { a, . : a. g K , x £ ^á}
defines a 3eminorm p. on B , the seminorm associated to A . ThenA . ------ ----, ----—
I
{x : pA(x) < l j  A {x : P«(x) ^  l j  .
The proof of the fo llow ing  proposition is  eleuentary.
PROPOSITION 1. 1 . - The nap A I—> p is  a b ije c tio n  o f the co lle c tion  of a l l  
edged absorbing subsets of E onto- the co llec tion  of a l l  aeainonas on E . Ita  
inverse is  given by p I— {x e E : p(x) ^  l j  .
(d) Locally convex topologies. - A topology t  on E (not necesaarily Hausdorff) 
is  a lo ca lly  convex topology (and E = (E , t) is  a lo ca lly  convex space) i f  t  
is  a vector space topology for which there exists a ba3is  of neighbourhoods of 0 
consisting of absolutely convex (or, equivalently, edged) sets. A lo c a lly  convex 
topology is  induced by a co llec tion  of seminorms in  the usual way. The closure o f a 
subset A of a lo c a lly  convex space is  denoted A * The follow ing terms are d irec­
t ly  taken over from the C la s s ic a l1 theory (see for example [ l6], also [ 14]) and 
are given without further explanation. BarrelJ barreled space, complete, quasicom«-
e, bounded set, bounded linear map, bornologlcal space, normed (normable)
space, Banach space, Fréchet space, projective lim it  topology ( in  pa rticu la r , pro­
duct and subspace), inductive l im it  topology ( in  particu la r , d irect sum, quotien t, 
s t r ic t  inductive l im it  of a sequence o f lo ca lly  convex spaces, L^-space). Let E ,
F be lo c a lly  convex spaces over K , le t  L(E , F) be the E-linear space consis­
t in g  of a l l  continuous lin ea r naps E —> F . Let G be a nonempty co llec tion  of 
bounded subsets of E . The topology on L(E , F) of uniform convergence on members 
o f G is  the lo c a lly  convex topology induced by the seninorms
T \—> sup[q(Tx) : x e Aj (T e LÍE , F)) ,
whore q runs through the co llec tion  of continuous seminorms of F and where A 
rums through G . We w rite E 1 L(E , K) • (The algebraic dual of E is  denoted 
E ,) As in  the c la s s ic a l theorv we have the weak tonolotfies cr(E1 . ft) on E t and
t
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and ct(E , E1) on E , and the strong topology b(E* , E) on I' 1 (they moy be 
not Eauadorfx'U Gometi, es we write E^ . to ind icate (F1 , u(E ! , E)) * S im ilarly ,
E¿ S=-(E* , b(E» , E)) .
(G) Compactoids ([6], l . l ) .  - A subset A of a lo ca lly  convex space E over K 
is  (a) compactoid. i f  fo r each neighbourhood U of 0 there exist x^ > , xn € ^ 
such that A ^ I J  + co(x^ , , x ) * Subsets* absolutely convex hu lls  and closures 
of compactoids are compactoids* I f  A is  an q^solutely convex compactoid then so 
is  A** . I f  -A is  a conpactoid in  E and T íjk l(E  , F) then TA is  a compactoid 
in  F . Each precompact set is  a compactoid, each conpactoid is  bounded. A map 
T e L(E , 3?) is  compact i f  thore exists a neighbourhood U of 0 in  E such 
that TO is  a compactoid in  F .
( f )  Nuclear spaces ([6], 3*2)*
( i )  Let E be a lo c a lly  convex space over E . For each continuous seminorm p 
le t  E be the space B/Ker p normed with the quotient norm p induced by p ,
? — 
le t  be i t s  completion (whose norm is  again denoted p ) .  The canonical maps
tt : E —> E (where p runs through the co llection F of a l l  continuous semi-
^  \  T"7 A *
norms on E ) induce a map E — 11 r  E . In  a sim ilar way one c$n obtain a map
p^i p
E —> n  E^ . I t  is  easy to see that, i f  E is  a Hausdorff space, these maps 
are linear homeomorphi sms into*
( i i )  Let E , T be as in  ( i ) .  For p f q e T , p ^  q the natural map E > E
/ A A y Q. ?
lo r sonietines E —> E ) ia  denoted if , Ü) is  a nuclear space i f  E is
I P  M  -------- £--
Hausdorff and i f  to every p s r  there exists q  e 1’ , q  £  p such that the map
? is  compact, (By [61. Lema 2.5 compactness of <í : E —> E_ is  equivalent 
p q  * * pq. <1 P
to compactness of s s E — > E .)
pq q p
Tho fo llow ing proposition is  easy to prove.
PROPOSITION 1.2. - Subspaces and quotients by closed subspaces of nuclear
bounded
PROPOSITION 1.3» - For a lo ca lly  convex apace E over K the follow ing are
equivalent.
(«) E ia  nuclear.
(,3) E is  lin e a r ly  homeomorphic to a subspace of some power of c^ «
Each element o f L(E ? Cq ) is  compact.
Proof♦ See [4], V 4, Proposition 2. - (The assumptions that IC be spherically  
completo and that the valuation be dense, made throughout [4 l r are eas ily  seen to 
bo redundant in  th is  case.)
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2 . Examples.
F irs t we re ca ll the definifcio» of a Cn - (c“ -) function ([ 12], i  8 or [ 13]).
Let X be a noneupty subset ox K , without iso lated i>oints. For n e N set
^  X = {(x^ , , x ) e Xn : i  r  j  inp lie s  x . p x j  ♦
XI 1 j
♦
For a function f  : X — > K define 4 f  : V1141 X --•> JC e (n € (0 , 1 , 2 , -]) 
inductive ly  by 4 f  := f  and, for n >> 1 ,
*n fW  » *•* » xn+l^
:= ( i j  - f ( i t , *3 , *4 , , V l 5 - V l  f(x2 > *3 ’ *4 ' ■ - V
II —
f  is  a C - fine tion  i f  $ f  can be extended to a continuous function $ f  on 
X (observe that th is  extension is  unique sivico v X is  dense in  X11 ).
IX XX
vie equip the space C (X —> K) of a l l  C -functions X —> K with the lo c a lly
H j[+ ^  
convex topology of uniform convergence of f  on corapact subsets of X fo r 
i  e {0 , 1 , »«. f n} . C (X —> K) := fl Cn (X —> K) , with the topology of un i­
form convergence o f 1. f  on conpact subsets of X*+* for a l l  i  e {0 ,1 ,2 ,- * .} , 
The follow ing examples w il l  serve as i l lu s t r a t io n  Material throughout.
spaces C (X > K) for compact X * — For n 6 [0 , 1 , 2 , M .} and 
corapact X the topology on Cn(x —> K) can be described by the single norm
ll lin Siven by
t t
>if '>n = Eaz0ik $ i  'lSk f >!«* ( f  e °n(X K)) '
XX
I t  i s  shown in  [. 123> 8*5 and 8.22 that C (X —> K) is  a Banach apace of coun­
tab le  type, hence lin e a r ly  hoiaooiaorphic to c^ .
2*2. The apace C ^X  —> K) for conpact X . - I t  is  eas ily  soon that the topo-
logy on C (X —> K) is  defined, by the (semi-) norns |j | (n 6 (0 , 1 , 2 , •••}). 
I t  is  shown in  [ 12], 12 .ly that C (X —> K) is  a Freohet space and in  [6], 3*5*
CO . .
tha t C (X —v- K) is  nuclear.
2*3* Tho space C^U —-> K) where U is  an open subset of . - Let U be a
nonempty open subset of Q , suppose K ^  ^  - For n € {0 , 1 , 2 , * . .J  set
U„ :=  [ i  e u  : B(x , p "11) C U , | x |  ^  pn j where
rn
B(x , p_n) := {y s y - x p ^  p UJ .
Then each is  compact and open in  Q , c  . • • , ^  Un ss U . I t  ia
not hard to see tha t the topology on C (U —;> K) is  defined by the seminoruis 
p . ( j  > n e [0 , 1 , 2 , . .  .J) where
J
P3n( f )  = ( f  e G” (U > K )) .
Fron th is  and [.12], I 2 .1 , i t  follows that c” (U --> K) ia  a Fr&jhet space.
-n
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Nuclearity of C°°(u —> K) is  proved in  [6], i5.4.
U
2*4. The space c“ (U — K) where U is  a» open subset of 0 . - Let K , U ,
* J?
be as in  2 .3 . As a vector space, le t  C (U —> K) be tho space of a l l
C
f  e C (U —> k ) with conpact support. To be able to put a decent inductive l im it
topology on C (u —> K) we need the fol.lo^d.ng lenrna.
c
Lffii-iA 2.4• - Let V ^  W be nonempty open conpact subsets of ^  , For each 
f  ; y —> k le t  ? : W —> K be defined by f(x ) := f(x ) i f  x e V , f(x ) 0 
i f  x 6 W \ V , Then the map f  f—•> F is  a linear hoiaepnor-phisn of G (V —> K) 
into C^W --> K) .
Proof. - The loca l character of the C -property ([12], 8.12) guarantees that
f  e G (V —> K) im plies f e e  (W —> IC) . The lin e a r ity  of f  )—,> ? is  clear*
Let d* := in f{{y  - z\ s ye W \ V , z e V} . Then d1 > 0 . Set d Hax^ 1/il*)#
Let f  e C (V — > K) . We sha ll prove by induction on n € [0 , 1 , 2 , • . . }  tha t
ll?iln 3  an i|fiin •
(This, together with the obvious inequa lity  ||f|in ^  ii^l!n w il l  f in is h  the proof#) 
The case n = 0 is  t r iv ia l .  For the step from n - 1 to n f i r s t  observe that 
¡|?,| = ¡ji ?||{o V ij?ii and, by the induction hypothesis,
IX XX XX Ju
lP"n-l < dn_1 ^  ^  "f 'ln '
/ \ 1 
I t  suffices therefore to prove that for (x^ , x0 , £ 'Z VJ we have
<”> ! ?(x l  ’ x2 ............V l 1 1 « 1 1 " » '
Now (*) is  true i f  a l l  x. , . . .  , x , are in  V and also i f  a l l  x1 , , z
1 ’ ’ n+1
are in  W \ V ( in  the la t te r  case the le f t  hand side of ( ’*) is  0 ) . For the re 
ciaining case we Hay, by symmetry of I  ? , aserns that x^ e V , Xg e W \ V . 
Then |x  ^ - x j  so |x  ^ - Xg| ^  d and
*n ? ^X 1 ’ X2 ' *** » xn+ l
(x, - x j  1 U  . f ( x 1 , x2 , , xn+1) - «n-1 ?(x2 , , xn+1) j
Lerocia
Now we define the topology on C (U —> K) as follows. For each n <= K le t
c
E := i f  e CW(U — > K) : supp f  c  U j . There is  an obvious algcbraic isomorphism 
n c n
between E and C^U —> K) which induces a lo ca lly  convex topology T on E
n n xi u
for which i t  is  a nuclear Frechet space by 2.2. We have ^  . . .  and
UB = C“ (U —> K) . By Leuna 2.4 we have t  J e  = t  for each n . Define on
n c n+ j. n n
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> K) the inductive l i a i t  topology which respect to tho inc lus ion  naps
ca
E vS—> C 
n c
i  s an L3'-
( [ H i c"(U —  > K)
nonaetri zable)
ry 4.14 ( i i i )  that C^U —> K) is  nuclear*
c
^•5* ^ xe spaoe 00 ( ^  —> K) and Cq(<^ —> *0 * ~ (These are a ligh t generalize, 
tions of the spaces in  2.1 and 2 .2 .) Let K D Q , n e {0 , i , 2 * . Let
TP
I
CoUp — > K) t f  e Cn ( j^  —> K) : ' l im .z ^  1  f(z )  = 0  fo r 0 ^  i  n] ♦
(Here norm ), With the norm ¡| | defined "by
H  := f 'U <f  « °S(2p Ii>)
^0^% —> ^  seen to be a Banach space of countable tvpe. Vie define
C0( ^  —> K) := ft c j} (^  —> K) with the topology induced by the (semi) norms
'n
takes
CO
referred to in  2,2 to prove that Cq( o —-> K) is  a nuclear Fr6chot space.
(o , —> IC) of C -functiona rap id ly  decreasing at in f in i t y » -
functionsAgain, le t  K ^  , We define S(Q
f  : 0 —> K for which Pf e C”(0 —> K) for each polynouial function P . I t s  
topology is  defined by the seuinoras p 1 (n , k ® (0 , 1 , 2 , . . • ] )  whore
p ^C f) = Iixk f|in (f c  s(£p IC))
(here x denotes the id e n tity  polynomial), A standard reasoning shows that
It
3(Q —> K) is  a Frechet space. For a fixed k the nap f  |—> x £ i 3 a lin e a r  
houeociorphisu o f the space ^(Q —> K) , with the topology defined by the seui- 
norEis p ^  , p ^  , p~ , . . .  in to  Cq(Q “~> *0 • ^ o u  th is  fa c t, together with
the nuc learity  of Cq(q —> ’ one eas^ y  derives the nuc learity  of S((^ —> K).
F ina lly  wo consider two spaces of analytic functions.
2.7. The space A (K) of entire functions, - Let K have a dense valuation . Let 
A (k ) be the space o f a l l  entire  functions f  : K —> K with tho topology of uni-
subsets of K . By [5], 3*6) ^ ( * 0  i 3 a nuclear Frechetbounded
space
2.8. The space A,(K) of analytic functiona on the open un it d isc. - Let K 
have a dense va lua tion . Let A.(K) be the space of a l l  analy tic  functions 
f  : B(0 , l ” ) —> K w ith the topology of uniform
of 3(0 , l ” ) . By [5], 3 .6 ; A. (K) is  a nuclear Frechet space
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3* Po laritv .
Ifl-l'fciOH 3*1* — A ^euinorm p on a K—vector space li! i s  a polar serbinomi 
Lf p = suo t | f |  : f  e e '  , | f |  ^  pj #
The co llec tion  of a l l  polar seuinortiis on E is  closed under suprena ¿*nd under
'u iu ltip lication  by elei^ents of m  . i f  p is  a polar seuinoru on a K-vector
spr.ce F and i f  T ; 13 —> F is  a K-linear Kap then p 0 T is  a oolar sei^inorm 
on E *
I t  is  an easy c-msequence of tho Hahn-Banach theoreci (('0# Introduction) that
i f  K j.s snhorically  couplete each se.änorni on B is  polar* For nonspherically
couplote IC we have ( l  /c- )' = (o) ( [ l l ] ,  4.15) so the eanonical norm on 
00 / ^
1 /Cq is  not po lar.
PROPOSITION 3*2. - Let p be a seuinoria on a K-vector space ID , le t  
A := lx e E : p(x) 1J be i t s  un it a e n ib a ll. The folio-wing are equivalent
(u) p ia  po la r .
{¡i) I f  a e 33 , /v g K . I X.| < p(a) then there eziats an f e  S with
f(a ) = 'K and f
( y) For each onedikensjonal oubspace D , for each e > 0 , fo r each f  € D 
with )fj ^ p  on D there is  an extension fg  E of f  such that |f|^(l+u)p 
on E .
Vi •
( o) For each a e E \ A there is  an f  e E with |f (a ) [ ^  1 and j f  (a) | > 1 ♦
Observe
each seuLnoru p (and wo may even allow | ^  p(a) in  (p) and e ^  0 in  (y))*
The proof of Proposition 3-2 (by the above i t  suffices* to consider only dense valua­
tions) is  straightforward and is  ou itted .
D e fin ition  3*3* - Let E be a lo c a lly  convex space over K , le t  A c: E . Set 
A° := {f e Er : |f(x)| £  1 for a l l  x e Aj , A00 := [xe E : |f(x)| << 1 for a l l  
f  e A°] . A is  a po lar set i f  A * A
The fo llow ing consequences are itued ia te .
PROPOSITION 3*4. - Let E be a lo ca lly  convex space over K »
4
( i )  Each polar set in  E i3  closed and edged.
( i i )  A continuous seiainorm p on E ia  polar i f  and only i f  tx e E : p (x )^ l} 
is  a polar s e t .
( i i i )  A subset A of B is  a polar set i f  and only i f  there is  a co llec tion  P
¡inorms such that A = ^  p lx e  ® : p (x) ^  •
( iv ) A aubset A o£ E is  a polar set i f  and only i f  there ia  a co llec tion
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F •- E« such tha t A =fl fe ï,(x e B : |f(x)| ^  l j  i
I f  K edit
4»S, 'closed & edged1 = ! l'~clo3edT)* I f  K is  not spherically  coriplete the
CD /
1 closed1 un it b a ll of 1 /c^ is  closed and edged but not polar, Jee, however, 
Theorem 4«7« In the fo llow ing de fin it io n  we select the two classes of .{peaces we
• L
sha ll be dealing with throughout*
D e fin ition  3*5« - Let E be a lo ca lly  convex space over K . E is  a strongly 
polar space i f  every continuous ssminorn on E is  polar, E is  a polar space i f  
i t s  topology is  defined by a fam ily of polar secdnoxxis#
4« ^iionA*lynolar 3paces.
I f  K is  spherica lly  complete each lo ca lly  convex space over IC is  strongly po lar. 
I f  K is  not spherica llv  comnlete /cn (hence, 1 ) is  not strongly po lar. I t
0
image of a strongly polar space under
4«
map ( in  pa rticu la r , a quotient of a strongly polar space) is  again strongly polar.
We also have :
PROPOSITI OH 4*1# - l^ach subspace of a strongly polar space is  strongly p o la r ,
Proof. - Let D be a lin e a r  subspace of a strongly polar space E , le t  p be a 
continuous seminom on D ♦ 3ince D carries the re lative  topology there is  a 
continuous seuinoru. q on E such that p q on D . The formula
r ( x )  = i n f „ D n a x ( p ( d ) ,  q (x  -- d ) )
defines a seainorm r on E . We have r  ^  q (so that r is  continuous) and 
r = p on D . r is  po lar. Hence, so is  i t s  res tr ic tion  p .
THEOKEh 4.2 . - For a lo c a lly  convex space E over K the follow ing are equiva-
le n t .
{a) IS is  strongly p o la r .
(p) (Bahn-Banaoh property). For each linear subspace D , for each continuous
t
seuinoru p , fo r each e > 0 , for each f  e D* with |f| <  p on D there is
an f  e S ' of f  such that |f| < ( l  + e) p on E .
Proof. - The dup lica tion  (¿) =i> (a) follows frou Proposition 3.2 (y) =¿0 (c<), so 
we prove (u) = »  (|i). 'Je nay assuue tha t f  f 0 . Set S j= ICer f  , le t  tt j £ -* E/3 
be the quotient nap, choose x eD \ 3 . le t  g be the K-linoar nap defined on 
K rt(x) that sends Tr(x) in to  f(x ) . For each y e E with n(y) - rf(x) we have 
y e D and f(x ) = f(y ) so th a t, by |f| ^ p  on D ,
g(rf(x))| a |f(x)| ^  in f  ip(y) : Tt(y) a tt(x )} .
yeE
I t  follows tha t | g| £  p on Krr(x) , where p is  the quotient scminon» of p on
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E/S . iiS E/o is  a strongly polar space we can use Proposition 3*2 (c/) = >  (y) to
«
obtain an extension I  e (E /s)' of g such that !i| < ( l  + e) p on E/S . Set
f  := g 0 tt « Then f  e E , f  extends f  and for each z e E we have
|f(z)| = |g(*fe))| £ . ( l  + e) p(îr(a)) < ( l  + e) p(z) .
Def in i  tion 4 «3* ** A norued space over K  is  of countable type i f  there exists a
countable subset whose linear pace
E over K is  of countable type i f  fo r each continuoiis seuinorm p the normed 
space 2^ (see y 1 (f) ( i ) )  is  of countable type.
is  of countable typo i f  and only i f  for each continuous se; inorn p there 
exists a linear subspace, whose dimension is  at riost countable, that is  p-dense in  
E ( i .  e, dense with respect to the topology induced by the single seuinorn p ),
I t  is  not hard to see that in  the above we &ay replace without harm ’continuous 
seuinoru p 1 by 1 continuous seninorn p belonging to sorue basis P of continuous 
seuinorus* *
TIEuORK*; 4.4« - A lo ca lly  convex space of countable type is  strongly polar
Proof* Let p be a continuous sefflinoru on the space E * I t  suffices to check
that E is  strongly po lar, is  of countable typo hence so is  the Banach space
E * By [ll]>  3*16 (v i) th is  space is  strongly polar. Then E is  strongly polar 
P P
(Proposition 4.1)*
Open probleu. - Let IC be not spherically couplete (e. g. K = C ) . Is  every
strongly polar space of countable type ?
4 *5« Exanples« - The fo llow ing spaces are of countable type and therefore have the 
Hahn-Banach property 4*2 (p)* (See also Corollary 4.14 ( i ) . )
( i )  F in ite  diuensional spaces, spaces with countable dimension.
( i i )  Locally convex spaces with a Schauder basis,
( i i i )  The weak dual E .^ of any lo c a lly  convex space E over K .
t
( iv ) Any lo c a lly  convex space E with the weak topology o*(E , E1) ,
(v) For any u ltraijie tric space X , the space c(x —> K) of a l l  continuous func­
tions X —> K with the topology of un ifom  convergence on corapact subsets.
(v i) For any ne tr izab le  lo c a lly  convex space E , i t s  dual E1 with the topology 
of uniforn convergence on coupact subsets.
( v i i )  The spaces Cn(X —> K) , C (X —> K) (X K coupact), C (ll —-> K) y 
C*(u K) (u ^  Qp open) , - >  K) , c“^  - >  K) , 3 ^  --> K) , A jK ),
A (k) o f  $ 2..
4
(For ( i i i )  and ( iv ) ,  observe that Ker p has f in i t e  codiuension for each weakly
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continuous seninora p ; for (v ), (v i)  use the isomorphism c ( l  —> IC) c ( [ l l] ,
3 .T) fo r an in f in i t e  compact u ltraue tr izab lo  space Y ; (v) is  a stopping stone for
( v i i ) . )
In  vievr of the open problei: above we are urged to study strongly polar spaces 
and spaces of countable type separately*
Further proporties of strongly polar spaces
I t  is  quite easy to see tha t, i f  D i 3 a dense subspace of a lo ca lly  convex 
space E , then D is  strongly polar i f  and only i f  E is  strongly polar* In  par­
t ic u la r  the completion of a Hausdorff strongly polar space is  strongly polar. Horo 
generally we have the fo llow ing .
PROPOSITION 4*6# - Let E be a lo c a lly  convex space with strongly polar sub- 
spaces E^ c: Eg ^  . . .  such that U E^ is  dense in. E ■ Then E is  strongly po la r . 
In  p a r tic u la r , the s tr ic t  inductive l i n i t  of a sequence of strongly polar spaces is  
strongly po la r .
p
Proof. - I t  su ffices to prove the f i r s t  statvJuQiit. %  the above remark we nay
assuue E = U B . Let p be a continuous sebiinoru on E , lo t  x eS , e > 0
and le t  f  e (Kx) 1 such that |f| ^  p on Kx • lie extend f  to an f  e B with
f| 5 ( l  + *0 P on E as follows. We have x e E for sone n . Let e , e 
1 ^  r n n 1 n+1
be positive  nuubers such th a t ]~J ^  ( l + e . ) ^ l + e . B y  the strong po la r ity  of
E there is  an extension f  e E1 of f  with f  5? ( l  + e ) p on E .B y  n n n  J n ^  / r
n M
n' * n
Theoreu 4# 2 f  extend to an f  H 6 E1 . such that
n n+1 n+1
f  J i U  + s . i K l  + O p  on E M •
n+1* ^  n+1 n n+1
- *
Inductive ly  we arrive at an extension f  e E of f  such that
f| < ( !  + Gn )) P ^  ( l  + e) P on is
Open probleu. - Is  the product of two strongly polar spaces again stronlgy
polar ?
¡ÜREM 4.7 (Coupare Proposition 3*4 (i))>  - A lo ca lly  convex space U over K 
is  stronslv :>olar i f  and only i f  each closed edged subset is  po lar.
----------- -- 1 11 ....... ..................1-------  I ■ V  ~ -  I ~  - .....................................  -  --------------------  ~  -  1 1  « ■ ■ ■ 11 ^  11 ■  **■' 1 1 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Proof. - I f  each closed edged get is  polar then, for each continuous setinorm p 
the set (x e E : p(x) ^  l j  is  polar. Hence p is  polar by Proposition 3.4 ( i i )  
Conversely, le t  E be strongly polar, le t  A be a closed edged subset of E • We 
sha ll prove tha t fo r each x <= E \ A there exists a continuous seminorn p such 
that p(A) I , p(x) > 1 . (Then, by Proposition 3.4 ( i i i )3 we are done.) We may
assuue K is  not spherica lly  couplete, hence that the valuation is  dense.
There is  a p, e B(o , 1~) such that p,x 4  A • set xQ := ¡¿x . Since A is  closed
there ia  s continuous sei.inoux. q on B such that
B := [y e 33 ; q(y ~ X(j) < ^
does not n^eet A - Then V x^ - B + A is  open, absolutely convex. V contains
A , Xq 4 V • ¿'©t p he the 3euinorn associated'to V . Then p is  continuous,
* 1 *
p(A) i and p(xn ) ^  1 ♦ I t  follows that p(x) = p( jjl Xq ) > 1 * v
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CCROLLiiRY-4.8 . - An edged subset of a lo ca lly  convex space E is  weakly closed i f  
an only i f  i t  is  a polar set.
. — --«- -_ ------------------ —--- - 1---------~~----------------  ----- ^_4‘ ___  . . . ____
Proof« - Trou Proposition 3*4 ( i )  & ( iv )  i t  follows that po lar seta are weakly 
closed and edged. I f ,  conversely, A is  weakly closed and odged then Theorem 4*7» 
applied to a(E , E*) (which is  strongly polar by 4.5 ( iv ) ) ,  implies that A is  a 
polar set in  (E , a(E , E1)) , But tho dual of th is  sgace equals E1 so that, by 
d e f in it io n , A is  also a polar set with respect to the i n i t i a l  topology o f E *
COROLLARY 4.9* - Every closed edged subset of a strongly polar space is  weakly 
c losed* In  p a rtic u la r , closed linear subspaces of a strongly polar space ar eweakly 
closed*
— — <j
For a subset A of a lo c a lly  convex space, le t  A be i t s  closure, le t  A be 
i t s  weak closure. We have the follow ing general re la tio n .
PROPG/JITIOIT 4.10. ~ Let A be an absolutely convex subset of a lo c a lly  convex
mi f-rQ \e *00 space. Tnen (A ; = A .
t
Proof« - (A ) is  weakly closed, edged, hence polar by Corollary 4 .S. As A 
is  the smallest polar set containing A we have A c  (A ) • On the other hand,
00 / \ c
A is  weakly closed, edged, (A ) is  the snallest edged, weakly closed set coi*
c  0 0
t a i l in g  A so that (A ) ^  A .
Now le t  A be an absolutely convex subset of a strongly polar space. Then (A) 
is  closed, edged, hence polar by Corollary 4*9* With Proposition 4.10 we arrive at
( D e .  ( f T  .  A00 .
O n ©
In  p a rticu la r , i f  A is  also closed fox the i n i t i a l  topology we obtain
.  yQ ,e
A A A
so th a t (for densely valued f ie ld s  K ) we have
A c  5° c  AA
for each X e K , | a| > 1 . This leads to the follow ing.
Open problem. - Characterize the weakly closed absolutely convex sets o f a 
strongly polar space over a nonspherically complete K . ( i f  K is  spherica lly  
complete i t  is  shown in  [ l5 ] that an absolutely convex subset o f a lo ca lly  convex
space is  closed i f  and only i f  i t  is  weakly closed.) Theorem 5*13 (iv ) offers a par­
t i a l  answer.
Related to th is  problem is  the fo llow ing proposition, extending [ l] , Proposition
5, tha t w il l  be used la te r  on (Corollary 10.9),
i
PROPOSITION 4.11. - Let E be a strongly polar Hausdorff space. Then each weakly 
convergent sequence in  E is  convergent.
9
Proof# - Let us say that a lo ca lly  convex space has (0?) (O rlicz-Pettis) i f  each 
weakly convergent sequence is  convergent, A standard reasoning shows that i f  each 
member of a fam ily  of lo c a lly  convex spaces has (OP) then so has the ir product* 
Further, subspaces of spaces having (OP) have (Op). Row le t  E be strongly po lar,
^ A
Hausdorff, For each continuous seminorm p the space E^ , hence is  strongly
polar. By [9], 5*2, E^ has (0 ? )# Then also E , being isomorphic to a subspace o f 
il EA , has (OP).
P P '
Remark, - The conclusion of Proposition 4*11 holds for every Hausdorff lo c a lly  
convex space over a spherica lly  complete K . I f  K is  not spherica lly  complete 
then JlT is  not strongly polar (but $T is  polar) ; the sequence ( l  ,0 , 0 ,0 , « .*)  ,
(0 , 1 , 0 , 0 ,  . . . )  , ( 0 , 0 ,  1 , 0 , . , . )  converges weakly (to 0 ) but not 
strongly.
Further properties of spaces of countable type«
We denote the class of spaces of countable type over K by (S^) « We have the 
fo llow ing s ta b i l i t y  properties#
PROPOSITION 4-12« - Let E be a lo c a lly  convex space over K •
( i )  I f  E g (Sq ) and D is  a lin ea r subspace of E then D e (Sq ) and E /D £(S q
( i i )  I f  D is  a dense lin e a r  subspace of E then D e (Sq ) i f  and only i f  
E e (SQ) *
( . i i i )  (s0 ) is  closed for products and for countable ( lo c a lly  convex) d irect sums.
( iv )  Let E  ^ c; c  . . .  be subspaces in  (Sq ) of E such that UE^ is  dense 
in  E . Then E e (S^) •
Proof*
^  ^  * p
( i )  Let p be a continuous seminorm on D . There is  a continuous seminorm q 
on E whose re s tr ic t io n  to D is  p . In  the conuautative diagram (seo 9 l ^ ( f ) )
(where i  is  the inc lus ion  map) the map j is  a linear isometrjr. E is  a Banach
q
space ox countable type. Hence (T ^] , 3*16) so is  D • I t  is  an easy exercise to 
show tha t the norraert space I) (a dense subspace of D ) is  also of countable type*
/ \ P
I t  follows that -D e (Sq) . ¿Similarly, i f  p is  a continuous seminorm on E/D then 
p ° n (where rr : E —> E/D is  the quotient map) is  a continuous seminorm on E .
The map E —> (e/d) is  surjective , continuous ; the normed space E is  o f
p°n p P°tt
countable type* Hence, so is  (E/D) . I t  follows that E/De (S ) ,
( i i )  I f  D is  dense the map j in  the above diagram is  a sur;jective isometry.
3o i f  D e (y^) then for each continuous seninorm q on E (w ith re s tr ic tio n  p
on D ) the space I) is  of countable type# Hence, so are E* and E . Thus,p ji f q q
E  e ( b f 0 )  f
( i i i ) Me f i r s t  prove that E € (SQ) , E^ e (sQ) implies E x E^ (SQ) . I t  
suffices to prove that (E1 x  E ) e (SA) for p (p ) a continuous seminorm
X ¿i Pi Pfl ^ 1
on E1 (Eg) and where (p1 x p2) (x , y) maxip^x) , Pg(y)) ((x ,y) E ^ E ^  .
But (E1 x E0) is  isom etrica lly  isomorphic to (E ) x (E ) which la t te r
1 £ 1 Pi ¿Pa
space can be embedded in to  cq x °o ^  °0 * ^  ^°*^ows ^ a t  (^q) c^ose(  ^ ^or
n ite  products. For the general case le t  I  be an indexing set and, for each i  £  I ,
le t  3. be a space in  (S~) • Let p be a continuous seminorm on IT E. * Since
x * 0 * 1 1
the u n it semiball of p is  open in  the product space i t  contains a subset of the
form FI U. where U. is  open E. for each i  and where U. '/ E. only for
i  i  i  i  l  J
i  e [i* . ••• . i  } for some n e N . Thus p factors through fT} E. :
1 7 f n ~ * j= l i .
n.
l
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where the map g in  the diagram is  the canonical nrojeotion* The seminorm p is
continuous so by what we nust have proved there is  a countable set A in  Ffl E.
’ ~ m  J ^
such that JaJ (the K-linear span of A ) is  p-dense in  IF; E, • Then, i f  B 
is  a countable set in  [1 E. such that g(B) = A , the set [fB| is  p-dense in  
TT. E. • ThU3 . (8rt) is  cloaod for products. Now lo t  B :=tt),,_,T E. be the lo c a lly
’ X 1 7 0  l £ ^ l
convex direct suia of the space E , E , «*. e ^0 ^  # ^or n e ^  * se^
F : = (£? E. , considered as a subspace of E • Then F ^  FI 1 E so tha t, by the 
n 1 l  n l —i. i
preceding- proof, F^ e (Sq) • The resu lt E e (Sq) no:; follows from ( iv ) ,
( iv )  By ( i i )  we may assume UE^ - E * Let p be a continuous seminorm on E .
For each n 6 N , choose a countable set E^ such that fAnl  is  p-dense in
E . Then A s =s U A is  countable and [)A] is  p-dense in  E * 
n n *
As a corollary we obtain the fo llow ing characterisation*
THSOHEh 4.13« - A lo c a lly  convex Hausdorff space is  of countable type i f  and only
X
i f  i t  is  lin e a r ly  homeomorphic to a subspace of c^ for some set I  .
Proof. - By Proposition 4.12 each 3Ubspace of o7 is in  (S .) . Conversely, i f
S 6 (3„) , K Hausdorff, then each E (  ^ l j  ( f ) ) is  lin e a r ly  homerj raorphic to a
3? r*«
3ubspace of c^ . One easily  constructs an embedding B ——> c^ where F  i s  the co l
le c tion  of continuous seminoma of E .
I t  turns out th a t the class (s ) coincides with the class (s ) of [4], $ 3 ,
0
D efin ition  1. This, combined with Proposition 1.3 yields the fo llow ing.
COROLLARY 4.14.
countable type
(ii')  The s t r ic t  inductive l im it  of a sequence of nuclear spaces is  nuclear
M IIIMI —  *»■■■■ ■ ■ ■ ■- - ... — ....... -■■ W I H — - 1  ----------- ------------- ^  • —  ------------------------------- ---------- - | ■ ----------- ■■ . —  . . ----------
( i i i  ) C (u —  ^  K) (see y 2 .4 ) is  nuclear.
C - ^ " — 1
Proof« - ( i)  is  immediate, ( i i i )  follows from ( i i ) .  To prove ( i i ) ,  le t  E be the
s tr ic t  inductive l im it  of the nuclear spaces E ^  E^ c  . By ^reposition 4.12
(iv ) E is  of countable type# To prove that E also sa tis fie s  the second condition 
of Proposition 1*3 (^)> le t  T e L(E , c^) .
For each n there is  an absolutely convex neighbourhood TJ of 0 in  En such 
that TU is  a compactoid subset of the un it b a ll of c^ * Choose Av ' X2 , *#* e
« M M
with liiii X = 0 and set U := 2_ & U t Then U is  absolutely convex and open
n-** n n n
in  the inductive l im it  topology. For each * >  0 wo have for almost a l l  n that
X ITU C- ix £ o~ ; ijxjl < ej , I t  follows read ily  that TU = £  X TU is  a compeotald. 
n n  O ‘, M n n
In  i 8 wo sha ll discuss spaces whose duals are of countable type.
5« Polar spaces.
5 ,1 . Examples, - The fo llow ing spaces are polar (D efin ition  3-5).
( i )  Jtrongly  polar spaces (see 4 .5 ).
( i i )  A° • More generally**
( i i i )  Function spaces (E , t )  of the follow ing type. Let X be a set, le t  E 
be a linear space of functions X —> K , le t B be a co llec tion  of subsets o f X 
such that each f  6 E is  bounded on each eleuent of B , le t  t  be the topology 
of uniform convergence on members of B * (For example, the Banach space EC(X—>K)
([11], 3.D) is  polar, the strong dual of a lo ca lly  convex 3pace is  polar^l
( iv )  For each lo c a lly  convex spaco E and each polar space 3? , the 3pace L(B,F) 
w ith the topology o f uniform convergence on members of anu class o f bounded subsets
of 33 .
♦
(D irect v e r if ic a t io n .)
The proofs o f tlio next two propositions are also straightforward.
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PROPOSITION 5*2» - For a lo c a lly  convex space E the, fo llow ing are equivalent, 
(a) E ±3 a polar space.
(¿) For each continuous seminorm q oji E there is  a polar continuous seminom 
p on E such that p £  q -
(y ) The polar neighbourhoods of 0 form a neighbourhood basis of 0 for the
topology of E *
*
PROPOSITION 5.3* - Projective lim its  ( in  p a r tic u la r , subspaces and products) of
polar spaces are po lar.
* /  C O  /
Quotients of polar spaces need not be polar \A / f or a non3pherica lly  com­
plete base f ie ld ) .  But we do have the follow ing
sun
spaces is  po lar.
Proof, - Let E be the d irect suid of the polar spaces E  ^ ( i  e I )  where I  is 
an indexing set and le t  $. : E, —> E ( i € l )  be the canonical in je c tio n s . Let
3. X
q be a continuous seminor&i on E , For each i  e I  the seuinoru q 0 is  con-
X
tinuous, so there is  a continuous polar seminorn p. on E. with p. £  q 0 §. .
Hi 1
Each x e E has a unique representation x = Z, (x .) where x. 6 E. fo r each
X 1 X X 1
i  and where ( i  : x. ^ 0 ] is  f in i t e .  Set p(x) := nax. p. (x .) . Then p is  a
*j. «I« X X
seminorn on E , I t  is  continuous since p 0 - p. for each i  e I  . For each
3-
x e E we have q(x) = q(Z $ .(x .) )  ^  max q 0 4 .(x .) ^  nax p. (x) .= p(x) so that
1 1 X X  X
p $ q • We f in is h  the proof by showing that p is  polar unsing Proposition 3*2 
(fj) = >  (a ). Let x = Z §. (x) e E , le t  A. e K , | X| < p(x) . Me have p(x)=p.(x )
1 J j
fo r some j  e I  . There is  an f , g B ! such that f  . (x. ) = X , |f .| 6  p- on
J D  0 ] 3 3
E. • Define f  e E" by the fornula f ( I  § .(y .) )  = • Then f| £  p , f(x)=A
3 i  1 j j
and we are done.
PROPOSITION 5# 5. - Let E be a dense linear subspace of a lo c a lly  convex space 
F . Thon E is  polar i f  and only i f  F is  po lar. In  p a rticu la r , the completion 
of a Hausdorff polar space is  polar.
Proof, - Left to the reader.
PROPOSITION 5.6. - Let D be a f in i t e  diaensional subspace of a Hausdorff polar 
space E ,
m ih A i  11 I rn ifc .il I
( i )  Each f  e D' can be extended to an f  e E* .
( i i )  D is  a polar se t.
Proof. - a (E . E ‘ ) is  Hausdorff, so D is  weakly closed, hence polar by Corol- 
lary  4 .8 . To prove ( i ) ,  le t  f  e D' .B y  ( i i ) ,  Ker f  is  a polar set. For 
a e D \ Ker f  there is  a g 6 E> .with g = 0 on Ker f  and g(a) = f (a )  . Then 
g is  an extension of f  .
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item ark. — I t  is  not possible to extend lieo position  5 «6 bw aduittj.n^ D to be of
D := ccountable type : le t  K be not spherically  complete, set E := i, ,
Then ( [ l l j ,  4.15 (<0 ==> ( y) , (o) =-> (y)) ]P® = E , the map x »—> I z
(x g D) cannot bo extended to an element of E' ,
0
n
I t  is  our pui'pose to prove tho fundamental Theoron 5» 12 fo r  polar spaces. F irst 
some general observations and lemmas. Let U be a polar zero neighbourhood in  a
▼
lo c a lly  convex K , le t  a e B . I t  is  somewhat doubful whether IT + co(a) is  
again polar, or weakly closed, or edged, (Of course, U + co(a) i 3 absolutely con­
vex and strongly open and closed#) But we can prove the fo llow ing.
Mil A 5.7. - Let tj be a polar neighbourhood of 0 in  a lo ca lly  convex 3pace
00
a,
le t  a e B . Then (U + co(a)) = (U + co(a))
Proof. - I f  K is  spherica lly  complete then E is  strongly polar and the equa­
l i t y  follows from Theorem 4»7. 3o assume that the valuation i 3 dense. I t  suffices
to prove (U + co(a)) c  (U + co(a))v} i .  e. that for each A. e K , 
weak closure of tf + co(a) is  contained in  a(u + co(a)) (proposition 4.10). So 
le t  x e U + co^a; ; there is  a net (x .) ( i  £.1) in  IT + co(a) converging 
weakly to x • Tho Geminorm p associated to U is  polar so there is  an f  e i 1
> 1 the
with
-I
À-” I p(a) . For each i  6 I  we have a decomposition
x. = u. + g. a
1 X 1
(u* e U , §. e B(0 , l ) )  . So, fo r each i  , j  e I  
1 1
f(x . ) 
1
f  ( x .)
o
f(u . - O  + (Si,0 x
»  Í .
There is  an i„  such tha t f ( x . )
X 0
f ¿  1 on TJ we f in d
U, - g. ) f (a ) I 4  1 ( i  >  O  .
0
. Since also
Ue have p((§. -
X
(¿. - ) a £ A U
i  io
S, )a) £  A 
for i  ^  Íq . From
t /
\ k ( » ) i
< a
x.1 S.1
a —
0
u. + (g. 1 1 h  }
a
• I t  follows that
v^e obtain x.
1 1
a e U + aU = to • Since Xu is  weakly closed we have
0
x - t£. a e ACT i# e. 
1 '
0
x £ AU + co(a) ^  a(u + co(a)) •
CÜ.10LLARY 5.8. - Let U be a polar neighbourhood of 0 in  a lo ca lly  convex space 
E le t  x1 , . . .  , x e E . Then (TJ + co(x , . . .  , x_)) = (U + co(x1 , - , x_)) .
£ Y\ ' ' -Ln n 1 n
Proof. - By induction . The case n Lemma 3
true for n = m - 1 . Let 
By the induction hypothesis £  V0
X^ y ••• t m is-l
, So we get, using Lema 5*7 again,
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(U + c o ^  , . . .  , xq))00
= (V + eo(x ) ) ^  c  (V*^ + co(x ) ) ^  c  (v00 + co(x ) ) S ^  (V8 + co(x ) ) e
in m m m
e
= (v + co(xm)) a (TJ + co(x. , . . .  > *m) ) e .
LiBMMA 5*9 • - Let TJ be a polar neighbourhood of 0 in  a lo c a lly  convex space E, 
le t  a s B . Choose k e K ; | X| ■> 1 i f  the valuation is  dense, A. = 1 i f  the 
va luation  ia  d iscre te« I f  (x^) i g. a ne^ ^n U + co(a) converging weakly to 0 
then x4 e for large i  .
Proof. - Let p be the seminoma associated to TJ . There is  an f  £ E1 with
1l
f ^  p , |f(a)| ^  jX | p(a) . As in  the proof of L e m a  5.7 we have the decompo~ 
s it io n s  x. = u + g. a . Since f  ( x . ) —> 0 a n d  |f(u. )j s< 1 we have j f (g .  a)|<3.
X X X  X X X
for large i  . Thus, p(g. a) g  | |^ j f  ( g. a) ( 4  | X| i .  e. g. a e aU for large i .
X X  J X
I t  follows that x. e MJ for large i  .
COROLLARY 5.10. - Let TJ , a , k be as in  the previous lemna. Let (x. ) be a
im m * *
net in  (U + co(a)) converging weakly to  0 . Then x. e MJ for large i  .
Proof. - I t  suffices to consider the case where the valuation is  dense. Choose
H e K , 1 < | (j,| < | X| . Then k n x. e TJ + co(a) for a l l  i  so th a t, by Lema
Jl
5.9 f f  ^ x, e \jJJj i .  e. x. £ AU for large i  *
X  X
COROLLARY 5.11. - Let TJ , k be as in  Lemma. 5.9» le t  a. , . . .  , a e E . I f  
(x. )  is  a net in  (TJ + co(a1 , * . .  , a )) converging weakly to 0 then x. e A.TJ 
for large i  .
Proof. - I f  the va luation  is  dense, choose a. . . .  , k e K such tha t >1
■—-- — l ' ' n 0
fo r a l l  j and fj I ^  ^  Al • valuation is  discrete set k j= 1 for a l l
0
(u + c o ^  , . . .  , a )) a [(u + c o ^  , . . .  , a .))'" + co(an)]e .
By Leona 5*7 the set (U + c0^a  ^ * 9 an a •■)0'*‘ar neighbourhood o f 0
so by Corollary 5.10 we have x. € (U + co(a1 , , a - J)6 fo r large i  «
j ^ *1* XJL JL
Inductive ly  we arrive  a t A.~ x^ e U for large i  implying that
e
x. e A.U for large i  
l
THEOREM 5.12. - Let E be a polar the we
topology
Proof* - Let A assume that A is  absolutely convex so
that i t  suffices to prove th a t, for a net (x^) in  A , x^ —> 0 weakly im plies 
x —^ 0 strongly* Let V be a neighbourhood of 0 in  E , le t  a. e K , \k >  1 .
1 1
E is  a polar space so there is  a polar neighbourhood U of 0 such that V •
There ex ist a, , *** , a eB  such that A ci TJ + co(a. , , a ) . By Corollary
1 7 n l n
5*11 we have x. e XU c  V for large i  . I t  follows that x. —> 0 strongly*
X x
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The previous machinery yie lds the follow ing.
TEORife 5 • 13 • - Let E he a polar space, le t  A ^  E be a compactoid.
(- \  / ° °  • 4- . jU ; A xs a cocipactoid.
( i i )  A is  closed i f  and only i f  A ia  weakly closed.
( i i i )  £ f A is, closed and absolute ly  convex then A ^  = Ae •
( iv ) I f  A is  closed and .edged then A ^  = A •
(v) I f  A is  absolutely convex then A is  complete i f  and only i f  A is  weakly 
complete.
Proof.
( i )  Let U be a polar neighbourhood o f 0 , le t  A, € K , 0 < | X| < 1 # There 
are x. , , x e E such that A c  a.TJ + co(x1 , . . .  , x ) . Using Corollary
■1* / 1 II
5*8 we obtain
= (a.U + co(x , . . .  , X )) C t~ (a.U + co(x1 , . . .  , X ))
it XJL X A4
S3 U  +  C O Î A - ''1 X  ,  . . .  ,  A. X n )  •
( i i )  From ( i )  i t  follows that A is  a compactoid. Now apply Theorem 5« 12.
and ( iv )  fo llow  from ( i i )  and Proposition 4.10. The proof o f (v) is  stan­
dard.
6 .
D efin ition  6 .1 . - A lo c a lly  convex space over K is  po larly  barreled i f  every 
polar barrel is  a neighbourhood of 0 .
This notion w il l  su it our purposes in  dua lity  theory rather than just b a r re le d 1. 
Obviously each barreled space is  po larly  barreled so that Banach spaces, Frechet 
spaces, LF-space3 (see [14]) are po larly  barreled. Hence, the spaces of $ 2,
(2 .8) are (po larly ) barreled. In  general, we have :
( 2 . 1 )-
PROPOSITION 6.2. - A strongly polar apace is  barreled i f  and only i f  i t  is polar- 
ly  barreled.
Proof. - Suppose 32 is  strongly polar, po larly  barreled* Let A bo a barrel in  
E . Then A8 is  edged, closed, so by Corollaries 4.9 and 4.8, A6 is  a polar set. 
Then Ae is  a neighbourhood of 0 . For each A £ K , | X| > 1 we have A6 ^  A.A . 
I t  follows that A is  a neighbourhood of 0 so that E is  barreled.
Open problem» - Do there exist (po lar) spaces that are po larly  barreled but not 
barreled ?
The proofs of the fo llow ing two jjropositions are easy and therefore omitted* 
PROPOSITION 6 . 3 . - For a lo c a lly  convex space E over K tho f ollowing are
equivalent«
(«) 15 is  po la r ly  barreled»
(fO I f  P ^ E *  and p := sup i[ f  | : f  e  F} exists then p .is continuous.
( t) The set of a i l  polar continuous seninoraa on E is  closed for suprema.
PROPOSITION 6 .4 . - Inductive li ia its  (in  particu la r , d irect aui-is and quotients) of 
po larly  barreled spaces are po larly  barreled.
PROPOSITION 6 . 5 , - Let E be a po larly  barreled space, le t  I i c s i  t The fo llow ­
ing  are equivalent.
it
( 'V
( 6
(e
H is  bounded for c^E1 , E) •
II is  a coupactoid fo r  o(E1 , E). 
H is  bounded for b(E* , E) •
H is  eauicontinuous.
sominom p 011 E such that f  £  p for a l l
f  € H .
Proof, - (u) = >  ([3) is  a consequenco of the fact that Ker p has f in i t e  codimen- 
sion in  E ! fo r each o*(E! , E)-continuous seminorn p on E* . For (a) ==c> (e) 
observe that p(x) := sup[|f(x)| : f  e Hj < 00 for each x e F. . By Proposition 
6 . 3  p i s  continuous* Froci the d e fin it io n  of p i t  follows that p is  po lar. The
4
proofs of the remaining im plications are either obvious or are s im ilar to the cor­
responding 'c la s s ic a l1 proofs (see [l6"] Ch. 33).
THBOBEi; 6 , 6 . - Let E be a po larly  barreled snace. Then E^ and E' are (p o la r ) 
quasiconpleto Hausdorff spaces.
Proof, - S im ilar to the proof of [163, 34.3, Corollary 2.
■Je b r ie f ly  consider a polar version of the notion of a hom ological space.
D e fin ition  6 .7 . - A nonempty subset A of a vector space E over K is  K-polar
^  l * _  |— l l  i. -  -
i f  x'or each x e E \ A there exists an f  e E such that | f(A) j ^  1 , | f(x )|> l.
A lo c a lly  convex space E over K is  polarly  bornological i f  every K-polar set 
that absorbs every bounded set is  a neighbourhood of 0 .
»
4
Moving along the lin e  of the 'c la s s ic a l1 theory tho follow ing proposition is  not
4
hard to prove.
PR0P03ITI0N 6 .8 . - Let E be a po larly  bornological space. Then E' is  cocpleto .
PROPOSITION 6.9» — The spaces of 9 2, (2 .l)- (2 .8 ) are bornological, the ir  strong 
duals are complete.
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Proof, [l4] and Proposition 6.8*
Lot E be a lo c a lly  convex space over K i For each x e E we define the nap 
jg(x) : E1 —> It by the formula j E(x )( f )  = f(x ) ( f  e E! ) *
LEiMA 7*1* - Let B be a lo ca lly  convex space over K .
( i )  0™ is  & lin e a r  map of E onto (El.) .
■ H i * '“ “  1 m  l —  ■ I .  III .  ■ ■■ ’ m i O
( i i )  I f  E is  Hausdorff and polar then is  a b ijo c tio n  of E onto (E^ ) 1 *
Proof* - For ( i )  see [14], Th* 4*10. To prove ( i i ) ,  le t  x eE  , x f  0 • There 
exists a polar continuous setiinorr-i p with p(x) /= 0 . We have
p = supl| f  1 : f  e ET , | f  ( pj 
so there exists an f  6  E 1 w ith f(x ) ^ 0 . I t  follows that is  in jective*
Fron nov on in  y 7 j E is  a polar Hausdorff lo ca lly  convex space over K w ith 
topology , also ca lled  the i n i t i a l  topology, S* (E , t^ ) 1 •
D e fin ition  7*2, - A polar topology v on E i s  T ^ - c o m p a t i b l e  if; (E , v ) 1 = E ! . 
I f  there exists a strongest t^-compatible topology on E i t  is  the Mackey topology*
I t  is  proved in  [ 143 C^1* 4* 18.a) that for a lo ca lly  convex space over a spheri-
i
c a lly  complete K the Mackey topology exists and equals the topology induced by the*
seninorms x \—> su 
subsets of E1 tha t are bounded and c-compact for the topology cf(e! , E) *
Open problen. - For a polar Hausdorff lo c a lly  convex space over a nonspherically 
complete f ie ld ,  does there ex ist a Mackey topology ?
(For a p a r t ia l answer see Corollary 7*8.)
Fortunately i t  w il l  turn out in  the subsequent sections that a f u l l  answer is  not 
needed to set up a decent dua lity  theory.
D efin ition  7*3* - A special covering of E1 is  a covering G of such that
( i )  cach member of G is  edged, a(B' , E)-bounded, a(E* , E)-complete,
( i i )  for each A , B 6 G there is  a C 6 G such that A uB cr C ,
( i i i )  for each A e G and A. e K there is  a B £  G -with aA c. B . 
For a special covering G of S ' the G-topology on P. is  the topology induced 
by the sei-inorms x y~>  aup[|f(x)| : f  e Aj where A runs through G .
p{ f(x)| : f  e AJ where A runs through the co llec tion  of a l l
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By id en tify in g  E to the dual of E' (as vector ax^acGs) by means of the nap 
j 0 (Lecma 7.1 ( i i ) )  we c;av view a G-topology a3 thfj topology on (E ' ) 1 of uni- 
forn convergence on ueobers of G . Hence, (Example 5.1 ( iv ) )  a G-topology is  polar 
I t  is  also Hausdorff since G is  a covering of II1 *
PROPOoITIOIi 7 .4 . - For a (polar, Hausdorff) lo ca lly  con vox topology v on E tha 
follow ing are equ iva lent.
(a) v i s  TQ-c o u p a t ib le .
( ¡J) v is  a G-topology for some special covering G o f E 1 .
Proof. - (a) ==> ( 0) , For each v-continuous polar souinorn p set
A := [ f  e  E : I f I ^  p} . 
P
Then, by (u) , A c  E1 , I t  takos a standard reasoning to show that (¡3) is  true
1P
fo r G := {A : p is  a v-continuous polar seiainorm on E }* (ii) ==> (or), We have
3?
seen that v is  p o la rf Hausdorff • I t  is  easy to see that the weak topology
o = a(E , E 1) is  T^-conpatible and that v is  stronger than cr . Hence we have 
an inclusion nap S 1 c —;> (e , v) 1 which is  obviously a honeonorphism in to  with
weak E , Let g 6  (R , v) 1 ; we sha ll prove
that g <= E1 • There are A. , , A g G and A. e K such that
1 7 n
si M  naxipj , . . .  , Pn)
where p. (x) = supi|f(x)| : f  e A .} (x e E) for each i  e £l , , n] . There
X X
is  a B e G w ith B /».(a U . . .  U A ) . Set p(x) = sup(|f(x)| : f  e B) (x e E ) .
X n
Then | g ^  p . B is  complete in  E* and therefore closed in  (E , v)^ . As B 
is  also edged and (E , v ) ’ is  strongly polar (Exanple 4.5 ( i i i ) )  wo have by Theo­
rem 4.7 that B is  a polar set in  (E , v)' . I t  therefore suffices to prove that 
g e B ^  (whore B is  considered as a subset o f (E , v )' ), i .  o. that
j(g)| ^  1 for a l l  U e B .B y  Leona 7.1 ( i )  each element of the dual of (E1 . v) ’
o
has the fora o for sone x £ E , where ^ ( h )  - k(x) (h 6 (E , v)^) . Thus, le t  
a e B° , 0 = 6  . Then | 6- (h)| = |h(x)| ^  1 for a l l  he B so that p(x) .
X 3C
Hence, N(g)| = |g(x)| ^  p(x) < 1 and we are done.
biuedean
TEEOHEIi 7*5. - A ll  T -coupatible topologies on E  have the saae bounded se ts .
Proof. - iJince t h e  weak topology a(E , E ') is  TQ - c o n p a t i b l e  i t  suffices to 
prove that any cr(E , E ')-bounded set B c  E is  v-botnded for any t  -compatible 
topology v . By Proposition 7.4 v is  a G-topology for soue special covering G 
of E* . Vie prove that for each C e G t h e  seninoru
p : x U-> sup{|f(x)| : x e CJ
is  bounded on B . Now C is  absolutely convex, bounded and complete in  EL a*& B
0
is  a barrel in  S' . By Letna 7.6 below there is  a a. p k sucliJ that C c  /\B
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i t  follows that p .< | a.| on B .
MiA 7*6. - Let B he a barrel in  a Hauadorff lo ca lly  convex space, le t  C be 
bounded, absolutely convex, complete. Then there is  a a e K such that C c  A.B .
Proof. - S in ila r  to the proof in  the complex case (see for example [16], Lemmas 
36 . 2 , 36 . 1 , 34.2) and therefore omitted.
COROLLARY 7*7. - A subset of E is  bounded i f  and only i f .  i t  is  weakly bounded,
-— - ---- — — - - ---------------- --- ----- - -— —— — — *-■ ----------- - --------- '— ----  ------ ---—----- ------- ------------------- -— — '—  — ■ — — -  - —  - - --------------- -------  - ----
On the existence o f the Mackey topology we have the follow ing res t i t .
COROLLARY 7 .8 . - Suppose E has., the follow ing property. Each .polar barrel tha t
bounded J ? 0 . Then,the Kackey topology fo r
E exists and is  equal to the i n i t i a l  topology «
Proof. - Let v be any T^-compatible topology on E ; we prove that v ^  Tq «
Let .U be a v~open neighbourhood of 0 . To prove that U is  also T^-open we 
may a3auL:e that U is  a polar set fo r v . Then U is  also oolar for and U
is  a polar barrel in  E * U absorbs every v-bounded set, hence every T^-bounded 
set by Mackey*s Theorem 7*5« By assumption TJ is  a T^-neighbourhood of 0 .
COROLLARY 7 .9 . - The conclusion of Corollary 7.8 holds fo r po larly  barreled
3paces and also fo r polar ly  bornological spaces. In  p a r tic u la r , each one of the
spaces of y 2 , , ( 2 . l ) - (2 ,8) has a Mackey topology which equals the i n i t i a l  topology
8.
/JO
I f  K is  not spherica lly  complete the spaces c^ and A are strong duals o f 
one another ( [ l l ] ,  4 .17 ). c^ is  of countable type, i is  not. In  th is  section 
we derive conditions on E in  order that E^ be of countable type* To th is  end ‘ 
estab lish  sone properties of conpactoids in general lo ca lly  convex spaces f ir s t*
LEMMA 8 *1 . - Let A be an absolutely convex conpactoid in  a lo c a lly  convex space 
E over K . Let A. € K , A. > 1  i f  the valuation is  dense, A = 1 i f  the valua- 
tion  is  d iscrete . Then for each neighbourhood U of 0 there exist x1 £ \A
such tha t A ^  U + co(x., , , x )  .
--------  v 1 7 9 n
Proof. - (A proof appears in  [8 ] but is  also included here for the reader's con­
venience.) There is  a continuous seuinorn p such that [x * p(x) ^  l j  c  U • Vie 
use the notations of v l i (f)# tt (a) is  an absolutely convex conpactoid in  E
p P j —> Jr
By [6], Proposition 1.6 , ^-(a) is  also a conpactoid in  P : = Ett^(A)j] . By [ l l -],
4S ( v i i i ) ,  the space P is  of countable type so that by [ l l] ,  4.37 ( 0 ^©very t- 
orthogonal sequence in  tt (a) tends to 0 . By [ll3> 4.36 A and there ex ist
A
• 
»
®1 > e2 * ® A ^ p ^  with l im ^ ^  ©n = 0 in  and such tha t
n (A) ^  co(e^ , , , . , )  , Je have p(6m) 1 for large m so there is  an n g |
such that n (a) ^  {x : p(x) ^  l j  + co(e, , , e ) *
p I n
Choose x^ f . . .  , e ^A with tt (2^ )  = for i  g ( l  , . . .  , nj . Then, using
the fac t that Ker tt = Ker p we arrive eas ilv  atp r
A c  {x ; p (x ) <; i} + coix. , . . .  , x ) ^  TJ + co(x, , . . .  , x ) .
l n 1 n
r  #■
PROPOSITION 8.2 . - lo t  A be a metriaable absolutely convex compactoid in  a 
lo ca lly  convex 3pace E over K . Let A- be as in  lemma 8 .1 . Then there is  a com-
■ 1-  ■ ■ » t mr nr n  j ' ■ , ...■ m i M ‘i m i i ----  -  i 1 .■ —  , -  -  ---- - ---- , - ---- ------ „  [ } „  -
pact set X c  a.a such that A L oo X . For X we may choose a set of the form
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M u n  y
[O , e , e , *, ,} where lim  e = 0 .
1  7  2  ------------------------------------ n * - * c x 5  n
Proof ♦ - (Our proof is  a s lig h t m odification of the one o f [7"]
sequence . of absolutely convex neighbourhoods of 0 in  E such tha t
for each neighbourhood TJ of 0 there exists an n € N such that U n A '-3 V n A .
~ n
Choose p1 , p0 , . . .  e K such that |p | > 1 for a l l  n , il | p | ^  | A.| i f  K
1 ’ 2
has a dense va luation  and such that p = l for a l l  n i f  K has a discrete va-
n
lua tio n . By the previous lemma there is  a f in i te  set F^ ^  p^ A such that 
A ^  Vi + co 3?! . Since (A + co P^) n is  an absolutely convex compactoid there 
is  a f in i te  set P^ c: Pg[(A + co F^) n V^] such that
(A + co F^) n ?1 ^  V2 + co P2 •
Inductive ly  we obtain a sequence P^ , F^ , of f in ite  sets such that for
each n e N
(*) (A + «(P, u ... up)) n T e v + oo P
(**) V l  C V l [(A + co(l,l  U " •  UFn )) n 7n] •
vie claim that X := {Oj u U F has the required properties :
XI XX
( i )  Prom F^ ^  A and (**) we obtain inductively that F^ ^  p^ p^_^ . p^ A
N) 60 that X c  Â.A *
( i i )  Let U be a neighbourhood of 0 ; we prove that X \ U is  f in i t e .  (Then i t  
follows that X = [0 , e1 , e^ , . . . }  for some sequence , . . .  with l im it
0 and X is  compact.) Choose a neighbourhood Ur of 0 such that AU* ^  U . 
There is  an n 6 N 3uch tha t V' n A ^ ' U 1 n A . For m >. n we have, by (**),
F . c  p  ^ V C >vY . Using ( i )  we get A ^ F  c i a . ^ x ^ A  s o  that 
m+1 m+x m n m+1
A*"1 P c  V n A c  UT n A c  IP . We fin d  P c  au1 c  u for a l l  m $. n , i .  e.
m+1 n ro+l 7
X \ U ^ P ,  u . UP , a f in i t e  set.
x 1 n 7
4
( i i i ) F in a lly  we prove A tz cole . Let x e A . Since A c  7 + co F. there is  
an x e co F such tha t x - e Vx n (A + co Fx) .B y  (*) there is  an Xg6 o°F2 
such that x - x. - x2 e Vg n (A + co F1 + co Fg) . Inductive ly  we f in d  x ^ x ^ - e X
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such tha t x - 2 1 x. eV for each n . Hence A.“^(x - 2? , x .) e V n A  fo ri = i  i  n z n
each n so tha t x = 2~ x. . I t  follows that x e co“X .
8.3* - Let E be a fiausdorff polar space. The f  ollov/ing conditiohs are
(tf) is  of  countable type.
(tf) Each bounded subset of E is  a(E , E* J-metrizable,
Proof» (w) ==> (|j) . Let B be a bounded absolutely convex Bet in  E * The semi 
norm p on E* defined by the formula p (f) ~ sup{|f(x)| : x e Bj is  continuous 
for b^ 1 , E) .B y  (oi*) there are f 1 , f 0 , . . .  in  E* such that | f1 , f0 , . .,j]
is  p-dense in  E*
b
takes a standard r
X  ^ 2  ^ M VfcW AlUf V u. J 2
assume that p (f. ) 1 for each i  « I t  
d : B x B —> R defined by the formula 
»
d(x , y) = max. ) f . (x) - f . (y)| 2” is  an ultrametric on B whoso induced topology
1  X X
equals the a(E , E ! )-topology on B . To prove (¿) “ > («) consider a bounded sub­
set A of E . The same argument as used in  the proof 6f  Proposition (6.5) (^ )*===>(,->) 
y ie lds that A is  a compactoid for ot(e , E! ) * By (¡j) the set A is  metrizable 
for a(E , E1) . By Proposition 8.2 there is  a (bounded) sequence e^ , f 
converging weakly to 0 such that A c  co(e^ , e^ , « . . )  * I t  follows that the 
topology b(E! , E) equals the topology of uniform convergence on (bounded) weakly 
compact sets. Also we know that each such weakly compact set is  metrizable. A s lig h t
•  •  4
Example 4.5 (v i) shows that E*
b
is  of countable type.
To obtain an in te re s ting  characterisation in  the s p ir it  of Theorem 8.3 for a res^ 
tr ic ted  class of spaces we f i r s t  prove the follow ing variant of Proposition 4.11.
LEiiitA 8.4. - Let E be a polar Ilausdorff space. ¿Suppose that each bounded subset
of E is  a compactoid. Then each weakly convergent sequence in  E is  convergent.
Proof. - Let x^ , x^ , ... e E , lim^^ x^ = G weakly. Then [0 , ^ •  t
is  weakly bounded hence bounded by Corollary 7.7, hence compactoid by assumption. By 
Theorem 5.12 the weak and strong topologies coincide on (0 , x^ , x^ , • • *} • Henco
lim  x = 0  strongly.
n - i O i  n
•THEOREM 8 .5 . - For a •polar Hausdorff space E the fo llow ing are equivalent.
(<*) E£ is  of countable type, Each weakly convergent sequence In  £ is  convert
gent.
(,j) Each hounded suhaet of E is  a metrizable coiapactoid.
Proof. - (u) =*=> ( ) .  Le.t A be a bounded subset of E . 3Trom the second part of 
the proof o f Theorem 8.3 we obtain a sequence ei  > e? ' * "  suc^ "that e^ —-> 0 
weakly and A c  c o r ^ ~ ~ T T ~ ~ )  • Now we have en —> 0 strongly so that
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0 0co(e^ , is  a compactoid. By Theorem 5-13 ( i )  the set co(e. , , . . . )
is  a compactoid, hence so is  coTe7-7_®TT''” ” ) by Proposition 4.10. I t  follows
X ¿i
that A is  a compactoid* A is  metrizable for a(E , E‘ ) by Theorem 8 . 3 * By Theo­
rem 5*12, A is  also metrizable for the i n i t i a l  topology. Now suppose (p) .  By Theo­
rem 5.12 each bounded set is  metrizable for a(E , E*) so, by Theorem 8*3* is  
of countable type. The second condition of (-0 follows from Lemma 8*4.
CO
Obsejrve that, for a nonspherically complete K , I s a t is f ie s  the conditions o f
Theorem 8.3 but not the ones of Theorem 8,5.
COROLLARY 8*6* - Let E be a t>olar Hausdorff space sa tis fy ing  one of the condi— 
tions (¿0, (^) of Theorem 8*5%
( i )  For each bounded set A ^  E there exist e, , en . . . .  e E with lim  ^  e =0 
 ^3— - --:■■_;■ ■■*_____________________ 1 2 ---- n
such that A ^  coC©! t > ••**) 4
( i i )  The b(Ef , E)-topology on E* equals
compact sets*
( i i i ) Each weakly compact set in  E is  compact, flach u(E , E * )-compactoid is  a 
compactoid.
Proof. - For ( i )  combine Theorem 8*5 and Proposition 8.2 . The assertion ( i i )  fol~
bounded
hence they are compactoids by ((3) of Theorem 8*5. For the f i r s t  ytateuent, apply 
Theorem 5.12.
COROLLARY 8.7. - The strong dual of a nuclear space in  which each bounded set is  
metrizable is  of countable type* In  particu lar the strong duals of nuclear 1?r6chet
or nuclear LF-spaces are o f c-mntable type*
Proof. - Proposition 1*2 and Theorem 8.5 (fi) = >  (tf) take care of the f ir s t  s ta­
tement* For the ■LF-part* of the second statement use [14], Theorem 3*14, 1° •
COROLLARY 8 . 8 . - The duals of the spaces CW(X —> K) (x compact), C^U —> K) ,
c"(u --> K) (u open in  Q ) , c“ ^  —> K) , s(<^ —> K) , Au(k ) , A^K) o f
 ^ 2 are of countable type.
9. Re f le z iv ity ,
For a lo c a lly  convex space E over K we denote, as usual, the space (E-i>), v3 by 
E" . lie have the inc lus ion  (E1) ’ c  E" as linear spaces so tha t, by Lemma 7.1, j« 
maps E lin e a r ly  in to  E" .
D e fin ition  9.1.  - A lo c a lly  convex space E over K is  reflexive i f
1 : E E"
is  a surjective homeomorphism*
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LEMiiA 9 .2 . Let E be a Hauadorff polar space. Then : E —> E" is  in iec-
"  ' ^  . v —  ■ - ji; ■ —  ■
tive and i t s  inverse : j „ ( E )  — > E , is  continuous.
Proof» - In je c t iv ity  follows from Leia.a 7.1 ( i i ) .  Let ( x . ) be a net i n  E for
5 (x ) —> 0which in  E” ; we prove that x^ —> 0 in  E ’ . Let p be a polar
continuous seiyanorm on E * Then B := i f  e E1 f  i: pi is  equicontinuous hence
bounded in  E„f * Hence ) —> 0 uniformly on B . But then, since
b viii x
p = sup{j f  ( : f  6 B} we have also p(x. ) •> 0 .B y  polarness of E *  «
9 1
>  0
LiSMftA 9.3. - Let E barreled spac^* Then j
E
E —> E” is  con ti­
nuous
Proof . - Let (x. ) be a net in  E , converging to 0 , le t  B bo a bounded subse
vL*
of E^ . By Proposition 6.5 there exists a polar continuous seninorm p on E such 
that [ f  | ^ p  for a l l  f  e B . As p (x . ) —> 0 we have j™(x. ) —> 0 uniform ly on
1 xj 1
B . I t  follows that ) --> 0 in  EM .
£J X
LEM A 9 .4 . - I f  E is  reflex ive then so is  E,1 *
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- o  '
Proof» - The nap ( jg ) 1 0 : E* —> E1!l —> E ’ is  the id en tity . Now Jr. is
wrJ' b b E
an i s o m o r p h i s m  of lo c a lly  convex spaces hence g o  is  i t s  ad jo in t ( jp J 1 • I t  fo llows
that j t is  an isomorphism, i .  e. that EJ is  reflexive#
b
LEMyiA 9.5. - Let E be a polar space such that : E —> En sur
Then E^ is  po larly  barreled.
Proof# - Let B be a polar barre l in  EI * Prom au r je c tiv ity  of i t  fo llows
that B = A  ^ for some set A ^  E . Since B is  absorbing we have that f (A) is  
bounded in  K for each f  £ E* i .  e. A is  bounded in  the topology o(E , E*) • 
By Corollary 7.7 A is  bounded for the in i t i a l  topology implying that B = A  ^ i s  
neighbourhood of 0 in  E£ .
b E
THEOHEk 9.6, - For a lo c a lly  convex space E over K the follow ing are equivalent*
(a) E is  re flex ive .
Cf») E ia  a Hausdorff, po larly  barreled, polar space. is  weakly le te .
Proof. - (u) = >  (ß) . E is  isoKorphic to a dual space, hence E is  Hausdorff
and polar (Exsuaple 5.1 ( i v ) ) .  By Leiana 9.4 the 3pace El is  reflexive and E" is
po larly  barreled by Lemma 9.5. Hence, so is  E . Frou Theoren 6.6 and the polar 
barreledness of E ’ we obtain that E" is  a(E” , E 1 )-quasiconplete. jg is  a ho- 
meociorphisu of (E , o(E , E 1)) onto (E" , a(E" , E’ )) .
(d) ==> ( u ) . Prom the Lemiuas 9.2  and 9.3  i t  follows that is  a homeomorphism
of E into E" . To prove tha t is  onto i t  suffices, by Lenua 7.1 ( i i ) ,  to
prove that (E^) * = ( E ' ) ' as sets. In  other wodfl • we must prove that b(E* , E) 
is  a(B< , E)-coupatible. Now, the topology b(E' , E) equals the topology of
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uniform convergence on a l l  or(E , E 1 )-bomided subsets-of E (Corollary .7.7). This 
is  also the topology of uniform convergence on ueubers of G := {A ^  E j A edged,
A closed and bounded for a(E , E1) J . By assumption each uenber of G is  conipletc. 
for u(E , E>) . Using the Lap of Leutia 7.1 ( i i )  (which is  obviously a homeo-
uorphieu of (E , a(E , E ' ) )  onto (E ! ) '  ) we fin d  that G := {j_(A) : A e Gj i 3
Q O 1 lb
a special covering of (E^.)1 and that b(ET , E) is  the G -topology. By Proposi­
tion 7*4 we then have (E1) ’ = (E’ ) ! .
a b
9
As an app lication  we shall prove Theorem 9.8 extending [ l l] ,  4,17 (which says that 
i f  K is  not spherica lly  complete, every K-Banach space of countable type is  
re fle x iv e ).
£iA 9 .7 .’ - Let E be a strongly polar space with a quaaicomplete lin ea r sub- 
space D . I f  B ij3 a(E , E ! )~quasicomplete then D is^ a(D 7 D1 )-.\uasicompleto.
Proof, - Let (x^) be a net in  D that is  cr(D , D1)-bounded and o'(l) , D1 )- 
Cauchy ; we prove that i t  is  o(D , D’ )-convergent. Obviously ( x . ) is  bounded and
JL
Cauchy for a(E , E1 ) so there is  an x e E such that x. —> x for cr(E , E1) . 
To prove that x e D consider X := (co[x.7j) where the bar indicates the closure 
in  D for the i n i t i a l  (re la tiv e ) topology# D is  strongly polar by Proposition
4.1. X is  bounded by Corollary 7,7* Then, since X is  also closed in  D , X is  
complete, hence closed in  IB * X is  also edged and we have by Corollary 4.9 th a t 
X is  a(E , 13* )-closed. I t  follows that x = <j (e , E T) - e X ^  D . To
prove tha t x. —> x also for a(D , D1) , le t f  e B1 .B y  Theorem 4 .2  f hesaiGX— 
tension f  e E ! • Vie have f(x^) —> f(x ) , hence —> f(x) which fin ishes
the proof.
TKEOSEEa 9-8. - For a lo c a lly  convex space E of countable type over a nonspheri-
ca lly  conplete K the fo llow ing are equivalent.
(or) E is  re ilex ive ,
(,3) E is  Hausdorff, quaaicomplete, (po larly) barreled.
Proof.- (a) ~ >  (fi) follows froLi Theorem 9.6 and the observation that a reflex ive 
space is  quasicomplete since i t  is  the strong dual of a po larly  barreled space 
(Theorem 6 . 6) . *ƒ© vrove (i^) ==s> (^ ) .  By Theorem 4.13 there is  a set I  such tha t V.
J
can be viewed as a subspace D of c^ • As c^ is  reflex ive i t  is  weakly quasi-
T
complete by Theorem 9.6  ; i t  i s  an easy exercice to show that also c^ is  weakly 
quasicouplete. From Lenina 9.7 we obtain weak quasicompleteness of D . iTow apply 
Theorem 9*6 to D •
COROLLARY 9.9.  *• Each Fr^chet space of countable type over a n anaphoric a l ly  com­
plete K C ount abl
xiv e
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Proof* - The conditions of The or eu 9.8 are satisfied* (See [ l 4 l .  Theorem 3*13, 
3°, Theorem 3« 16 and Proposition 4*12 (iv ) of th is  paper.)
COROLLARY 9 • 10 * - Let K be not spherically  complete, Then a l l  tho spaces of 
2 , (2 . l ) - ( 2 . 8 ) are re flex ive .
I f  K in f in ite
( [ l l] ,  4 .16). In  that case the spaces Cn (X —> K) (tf 2.1),  —> ^  ^
are -}.ot reflexive* Ue w il l  see in  the next section that the remaining spaces of 
( 2 . l ) - ( 2 . 8 ) are re flex ive .
10. Montel spaces,
1
B efin ition  10,1. - A lo c a lly  convex space over £'• is  a Montel space i f  i t  is  
Hausdorff, po lar, po larly  barreled, and i f  each closed boundod subset is  a complete 
corrpactoid.
I t  follows fron the d e f in it io n  that quaâicouplete barreled nuclear spaces are 
Montel apaccs so tha t a l l  the spaces of 2 , (2 . l ) —(2 .8 ), w ith the exceptions
cn( i  — > K) ,
%
LEMliA 10,2• - Let E be a polar space for which each bounded subset is  a compac-
to id . Then E is  weakly quasicomplete i f  and only i f S is  quasicomplete
Proof# - Suppose E is  quasicomplete and le t  A bo a set which is  closed and
bounded o(E , E ') . Let B h u l l
of A • Then B is  weakly bounded hence bounded by Corollary 7.7, and B i s  a 
compactoid. B is  closed in  E hence complete. By Theorem 5.13 (v) B is  weakly 
complete. Then A , being weakly closed in  B , is  weakly complete* Conversely,
assume E is  weakly quasicoup le te , le t A bounded
subset of E • Then A is  compactoid, By Theorem 5.13 ( i i )  & is  weakly closed 
(and weakly bounded) so that A is  weakly complete by assumption. According to a 
standard reasoning A is  also strongly complete.
THEOREM 10*3» - A Montel space is  re flex ive .
Proof, - Lemma 10.2 and Theorem 9*6.
In  th is  context i t  is  in te resting  to quote the follow ing Converse* in  case K 
is  spherica lly  complete.
THEOREU 10.4« - Each reflex ive
Montel space•
a spherically complete f ie ld  is  a
Proof# - ([ l] , Proposition 4 a ).
The example cQ shows tha t i f  K is  not spherically complete there exist re flex ive
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space3 whicli are not Montel spaces.
lemnas
E
LEMMA 10.5* - Lot < t  be lo c a lly  convex topologies on a IC—vector space 
such that t ], =  t 2 on t -conpactoida. Then (S , t ) and. (E , t ) have the
same coupactoid sets.
Proof. - We prove tha t an absolutely convex T^~cor.ipactoid A is  also 
compactoid. Choose A. e K , | *| > 1 • Then T1 - on ^  • L^t U be a t^-
neighbourhood of 0 in  E , Then there exists a T~neighbourhood V of 0 in  E
1
such that V n kAdJS  n A-A * Since A is  t^-coupactoid there ex ist, by Lemma 8,1,  
x. , , x e A/i such tha t A ^  V + coCx. , . . .  , x ) , Then, by convexity,
H  «L il
A c  aA and A c  ( v  n aa) + co ix ^ ,- ,!^ ) c  (u n" M ) + oo(x^f-fx ) c  u + co(x^,M,,xn ) •
LElfeA 10,6* - (Coupare [ 2 j, Proposition 13)* Let E be a lo c a lly  convex spaco 
over K , Then on equjcontinuous sets o f E! the topology a(E! , E) coincide a 
with the topology of uniform convergence on compactoids.
Proof, - Let H^rE* be equicontinuous, le t (f . ) bo a net in  H converging to
1
f  e H for o(E! , E) . Let A be a coupactoid, le t  e > 0 , We prove that 
f  - f . e on A fo r large i  , By equicofctinuity there i3  a neighbourhood U
of 0 in  E ouch tha t | ( f . - f)(u)| < a for a l l  i  ,
1
There exist x, , . . .  , x s E such that A c  TJ + co(xH , . . .  . x ) . There is  an
1 ’ ’ n 1 ’ ’ n
i^  such that |(f^ - f ) (x . )| *5 e for j 6 ( l  , 2 , . . .  , nj and i  it-i^ . I t  
follows that |f. - f| ^  e on U + co(x.. , . . .  , x ) , hence on A , for i  £ i
n 0  *
xHEOHEiu 10,7. - The strong dual of a Montel space is  a Montel space.
Proof, - Let E be a Montel space. By 'JPheoren 10.3 and Lenna 9.4 i t s  strong
dual )V is  re flex ive . I t  therefore suffices to show that a bounded subset of HI*
b b
is  a coupactoid. Consider the topologies = a(Ef , E) and = b(E* , E) on 
E! • On t -coupactoids ( i .  e ., on equicontinuous sets of B1 , see Proposition 
6,5) coincides with the topology of uniform convergence on cocipactoids (Lerania
10,6). I t  follows that = Tg on T^-coiiipactoids.,
By Lena a 1C. 5 each t -conpactoid is  also a T^-coupactoid, Thus, each bounded sub­
set of E^ is  a compactoid.
TH/SOREK 10,8, - Each quasicouplete po larly  barreled aubspace of a Montel space is  
a Montel space.
Proof* - The statement follows d irec tly  from the de fin itions  after observing the 
fo llow ing  fa c t which is  a consequence of Leroiia 8 , 1 . I f  A is  a compactoid in  E , 
A c  D E , D is  a subspace of E then A is  a conpactoid in  D ,
»
A cot-binaison o f the theory o f 8 and S 10 yie lds the follow ing co ro lla r ie s .
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COROLLARY 10.9. - Lot E be a Hausdorff, polar, -oolarly barreled, quasiconploto 
3pace for which each weakly convergent sequence is  convergent . I f  E^ is  o f  c oun- 
tab le  tj?pe then FI is  a Iiontel apace. In  particu lar ire have the fo llow ing*
( i )  Let K be spherica lly  complete. I f  E is  a Free he t space or an LF-space 
and E^ is  of countable type then P is  re flex ive*
( i i )  fot. E be a Frechet space or an LF-space, of countable type, whose strong
dual i 3 also of countable type. Then E is  a Hontel apace.
Proof. - Theoreu 8.5 y ie lds the- general statement. For ( i )  and ( i i )  use Proposi­
tion  4.11 and observe th a t, for spherically complete K , each lo ca lly  convex space 
over K is  strongly po lar.
COROLLARY 10,10, - Let x be the class of a l l  reflexive lo c a lly  convex spaces 
E over K such that both E and E^ are of countable type. For a lo c a lly  convex 
space E over It the fo llow ing are equivalent.
(a) S e x .
(3) E is  a Mont e l space. Each b o u n d e d  subset of E i s  E i e t r i z a b l e . E is  of 
countable type,
( /) E and E’ are of countable type. E is  Hausdorff, barreled, quasicoaplete.
C0R0LLARY10.il, - The spaces c“ (X --> K) (X conpact), c“ (U — > K) ,
C*(u —> K) (U open in  o )  , c“ ( â ^ -*B),S(q-*E) , AW(K) , A^K) of <i 2 are members
of the class x of Corollary 10.10.
Remark. - Fron the d e f in it io n  of a Hontel space i t  follows, with Theorem 5.13
( i v ) ,  tha t each closed, edged, bounded set in  a Montel space is  a polar set. With 
an eye on Proposition 4.7 one may wonder whether every fïontel space is  strongly 
po lar. The follow ing example shows that th is is  not so. Let K be not spherica lly
couplets, le t  fi be the K-vector space % on which wu put the strongest lo c a lly
f œ  \ 
convex topology ( i .  e. the topology induced by a l l  seuinrons on I The canonical
G C  /
norm on Z /c^ is  not polar so that E is  not strongly polar. On the other hand 
i t  is  eas ily  seen that E is  a Mont el space (bounded sets are f  in i  te dimensional 5 
E can be viewed as a lo c a lly  convex d irect sun of one-dinensional spaces, Proposi­
t io n  5 .4 . the seminora associated to some barrel is  continuous).
11 . Nuclear duals.
In  the s p ir i t  of 8 we derive conditions on F» in  order that E^ be nuclear, 
using Proposition 1.3*
LEMMA 11.1# - Let E be a raetrizable or an LF-space over K . Let x1 , x
1 ' 2 9
•  «  •
be a seauence in  E converging to 0 . Then there exist , A.o , ••• e K w ith
n->co* nlim  A = co and l iu  _  a. x„ = 0 •n“*° n n
Proof. - By [143» Thooren 3»14, Corolla ire , i t  suffices to consider the case whsro 
E is  cetriisablo. There are absolutely convex neighbourhoods II 'J l l  3  , , ,  of 0
4* Cm
forming a neighbourhood basis at 0 . Chooss P eK , |p| > 1 . There are 
N <11 < . . .  in  such tha t foi- each n , n e N
n > II ==> pn x 6 U
n r n e n
Choose Aj_ ,\2 _ . . .  _ _ 1 , _ . . .  _ - p , A ^+1 _ . . .  _ À a (j*
etc, One checks eas ily  that lia . A- x' = 0 .
n -*co n  n
LEMMA 11,2. - Let E be a metrizable or an LF-space over K . Supposa E is
sepjreflexive (i_. e_, j • E —> E" is  surjeccive) and also that each weakly con-
vergent sequence is  strongly convergent* Then every T e L(E.J —> crt) is  compact*...  - — * -- „ -, . „ , - , ................ . . D (J 1
Proof. - For overy n the nap f  \—> (TF)n ( f  € E ') is  in  il" , hence by send.
re fle x iv ity  there is  an x 6 E 3uch that (Tf) = f(:c ) fo r a l l  f  e E' , Thus,
n n n ’
T has the form
f  ( f C ^ )  » f (x 2) , . . . )  ( f  e 2^) .
As T n a p s  i n t o  v/e h a v e  x —> 0 w e a k l y  and, b y  a s s u m p t i o n ,  x —> 0
U  n  n
.x
1 ' -2 ■ ■ ■ ■ ’ '
lemma there exist a , a e T  with
I I e1 _  J  * I = 00 s^d B := {t\ x ; n e Nj is  bounded. Then is  a neighbourho
nWJ0 n n n
of 0 in  E> and T(BU) <- t(g , |0 , . . . )  e a : |§ | < | K | for a l l  n} .
d i c. u n n
The la t te r  set is  eas ily  seen to be a conpactoid in  c^ ,
THE0KEK 11.3. - Lot E be a polar semireflexive lo ca lly  convex space over K * 
ippose tha t each bounded subset of E is  a conpactoid and that E is  either
metrizable or an LF-space. Then E* is  nuclear.
*■——-------- - --  — -- - ---- D ---—1—- - “
4
Proof. - I t  suffices to combine Lena a 8*4, Lenma 11.2, Theoreu 8,5 (¿) — > (<*), 
and Proposition 1.3 (fo r E^ ).
COROLLARY 11*4* - (Extension of [5], Proposition 5.7 ( i i ) ) *  Le
* »
K be spherica lly
couplet©. Then the strong dual of any reflexive netrizable or LF-space is  nuclear.
Proof. - Theorem 10.4 and Theorem 11.3«
COROLLARY 11.5* - The strong dual of a Hontel space which is  either metrizable or 
LF is  nuclear. The strong dual of a nuclear Frechet space or a nuclear LF-space is  
nuc lear*
Proof. - The f i r s t  statement fo l lo w  from Theorem 11.3* For the second statenent 
observe that the space is  barreled and complete. Hence, by Proposition 1.2, i t  is  a 
Montel space.
COROLLARY 11. 6 . - The duals of the spaces C (x — > K) (X compact) , C (U --> IC)
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CO
Cc(u —> K) (U open in  Sp) » C
cn
0
9 2 are nuclear.
x) , S(o ~ >  K) , A jK ) , AX(K) of
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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